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NOTE

On a Matrix Representation Lemma Useful in
Determining Maximal Invariance Groups
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Banken (1986, J. Multivariate Anal. 19, 156�161) proposed a useful method for
determining the group of all affine transformations leaving a multivariate normal
testing problem invariant. His main result concerning the derivation of the maximal
invariance group is heavily based on a matrix representation lemma which can be
considered interesting in its own right. Unfortunately, the proof of this lemma is
erroneous and there seems to be no trivial way to correct it. The aim of this note
is to show the validity of the assertion. � 2000 Academic Press
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The quest for maximal invariance groups is of some interest in
hypothesis testing problems, especially in multivariate statistics, e.g., in
MANOVA or GMANOVA models. As mentioned by Kariya (1985, p. 49),
the problem of maximality has never been explicitly questioned even in a
specific problem until Banken (1984), where a group leaving the
GMANOVA problem invariant is shown to be maximal in the general
affine linear group. In contrast to Banken (1984, 1986), Kariya (1985), as
well as Nabeya and Kariya (1986), considered more general groups than
the group of all affine transformations. However, the derivation of maximal
invariance groups within the group of all affine transformations in Banken
(1986) is heavily based on a matrix representation lemma which can be
considered interesting in its own right. Unfortunately, the proof of this
lemma contains a mistake which does not seem to be repairable in an easy
manner. The aim of this note is to prove the correctness of the assertion.

We use notation similar to that in Banken (1986). Let Rn_p denote the
set of all real n_p matrices, GL( p) the set of all nonsingular real p_p
matrices, O( p) the set of all orthogonal real p_p matrices, S+( p) the set
of all positive definite symmetric p_p matrices, and S(+)( p) the set of all
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positive semidefinite symmetric p_p matrices. The Kronecker product of
matrices will be indicated by the sign � and the rank of a matrix A by
rk(A). Moreover, for n_p matrices A and B we write A B B if A=#B for
some # # R. The ith unit vector in R p will be denoted by ei and the p_p
identity matrix by Ip .

Now the matrix representation lemma under consideration reads as
follows.

Lemma 1. For C # O(np) the following statements are equivalent:

(i) \7 # S+( p) : _9 # S+( p) : C(In �7) C$=In �9.

(ii) _P # O(n) : _F # O( p) : C=P�F.

The proof given in Banken (1986) fails on p. 159, lines 4�7. The linear
mapping g defined there is not from R p � R p but from Rp � R p_n. There-
fore, the matrix representation of g indicated in line 7, which is essentially
used in the rest of the proof, is invalid.

The following lemmas will be helpful during the proof of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. For all A, B # Rn_p it holds that \x # R p; Ax B Bx � A B B.

Proof. Only the sufficiency of the left-hand side for the right-hand side
of the equivalence sign has to be proved. It follows from the assumption
that for all columns ai=Ae i of A and bi=Be i of B there exist real numbers
#i such that ai=#i b i for i=1, ..., p. First, if b i=0 then ai=0 and the
proportionality relation between these vectors holds for each #i # R.
Second, if bi and bj are non-zero linearly dependent columns of B, then
there exists a #{0 such that bj=#bi . Then for x=&#ei+ej we obtain
&#(#i&#j) bi=Ax B Bx=0, hence #i=#j . Third, consider the case that bi

and bj are linearly independent. By assumption there exists a # # R such
that ai+aj=#(bi+bj), hence #i b i+#j b j=#(b i+b j), or equivalently
(#i&#) bi+(#j&#) bj=0, which yields #i=# j by the linear independence of
bi and bj . Altogether, we have shown that A B B, as required. K

Lemma 3. Let U # GL( p) such that 7=U7U$ for all 7 # S(+)( p). Then
U=Ip or U=&Ip .

Proof. Choosing 7=ei e$i yields Uei=$i ei with $i # [&1, 1], i=1, ..., p.
Applying then the assumption to 7=(ei+ej)(ei+ej)$, we get 1=e$i 7ej=
e$i U7U$ej=$i $j e$i 7e j=$i $j for all i{ j, hence $1= } } } =$p , which entails
U=Ip or U=&Ip . K
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Proof of Lemma 1. Only the sufficiency of (i) for (ii) has to be proved.
We first note that (i) is equivalent to

\7 # S(+)( p) : _9 # S (+)( p) : C(In �7) C$=In �9, (1)

since, on the one hand, every 7 # S(+)( p) can be represented as the
difference of the two positive definite matrices 7+Ip and Ip , which
have the same eigenvalues as their (obviously unique) corresponding
9-matrices, i.e., 91 (say) and Ip , so that the difference matrix 91&Ip is
again an element of S(+)( p). On the other hand, if 7 # S+( p) the corre-
sponding matrix 9 # S (+)( p) must have full rank and hence is in S+( p).

It will be shown that (1) implies (ii). To this end let gi : R p � R p_n be
defined by

gi (x)=[0p_(i&1) p , Ip , 0p_(n&i) p] C(In �x)=[C i1x, ..., Cin x],

where C=[Cij]1�i, j�n , C ij # R p_p. Let i # [1, ..., n] be fixed in the
following. We first show that rk(gi (x))=1 for all x{0. By assumption (1),
for each x{0 there exists a 8x # S(+)( p) such that C(In �xx$) C$=
In �8x . Since n=rk(C(In �xx$) C$)=rk(In �8x), we have rk(8x)=1.
Moreover, it follows that

gi (x) gi (x)$=[0p_(i&1) p , Ip , 0p_(n&i) p] C(In �xx$)

_C$[0p_(i&1) p , Ip , 0p_(n&i) p]$

=[0p_(i&1) p , Ip , 0p_(n&i) p](In �8x)

_[0p_(i&1) p , Ip , 0p_(n&i) p]$

=8x ,

hence rk(gi (x))=1 or equivalently

\x{0 : rk([Ci1x, ..., Cin x])=1. (2)

This implies that

\j # [1, ..., p] : _rj # [1, ..., n] : [Cirj
ej {0 and \s{rj : Cisej B Cirj

ej].

(3)

Since C # O(np) it is rk([Ci1 , ..., Cin])= p. Then (3) implies that Cir1
e1 , ...,

Cirp
ep are linearly independent. We now show rk(Cir1

)= p. This follows by
(3) if Cir1

ej {0 for all j # [2, ..., p]. Suppose there exists a j # [2, ..., p] such
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that Cir1
ej=0. For x=e1+e j property (2) entails rk([Cir1

(e1+ej),
Cirj

(e1+ej)])�1. But since Cirj
e1=#Cir1

e1 for some # # R and

Cir1
(e1+ej)=Cir1

e1+Cir1
ej=Cir1

e1 ,

Cirj
(e1+ej)=Cirj

e1+Cirj
ej=#Cir1

e1+Cirj
ej ,

it follows that

rk([Cir1
(e1+ej), Cirj

(e1+ej)])=rk([Cir1
e1 , #C ir1

e1+Cirj
ej])

=rk([Cir1
e1 , Cirj

ej])=2,

which yields a contradiction. As a consequence, Cir1
x{0 for all x{0, and

by (2)

\j # [1, ..., n] : \x # R p : Cij x B Cir1
x,

hence by applying Lemma 2

\j # [1, ..., n] : Cij B Cir1
,

and finally

[Ci1 , ..., Cin]=w$i �R i

for some wi # Rn satisfying w$i wi=1 and some R i # GL( p). Obviously, we
get Ri # O( p) from C # O(np). Moreover, Inp=CC$=[w$i wj Ri R$j]1�i, j�n

entails w$i wj=0 for all i{ j. On the other hand, (1) implies that for all
7 # S(+)( p) there exists a 9 # S (+)( p) such that

In �9=C(In �7) C$=[w$i wj Ri 7R$j]1�i, j�n

=diag(R17R$1 , ..., Rn7R$n),

hence for all i=2, ..., n and all 7 # S(+)( p),

R17R$1=Ri 7R$i , or equivalently 7=R$1Ri 7R$i R1 .

With Lemma 3 we get Ri=R1 or Ri=&R1 for all i=2, ..., n. Setting
F=R1 # O( p) and P=[ p1 , ..., pn]$, where pi=wi if Ri=R1 and pi=&wi

if Ri=&R1 , i=1, ..., n, the properties of the w i 's derived before imply
P # O(n). Thus we obtain the desired representation C=P�F. K
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